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Portfolio Management Meeting Components
Fundraising Manager
prepares/distributes
written notes that
summarize the meeting
highlights:
•
Portfolio
maintenance
•
Actionable items
agreed upon at
meeting
•
Identify who is
responsible for
completing
each task
•
•

•
•

3-way discussion:
Review notes/outcomes from last
meeting.
Examine proposals/key prospects in
queue; what is the strategy? (Hope
is not one!) What don’t we know
that we need to know?
Identify next steps.
Portfolio clean-up/optimization.

Initiated by PD Consultant pre-meeting:
•
Reviews prospect and proposal
pipeline.
•
Makes observations and
recommendations.
Prepares and shares
•
materials for
•
discussion and
•
review.

All partners:
•
Review reports/scorecards
and PD analysis.
•
What did we agree to last
time we met?
•
Where is fundraiser feeling
stuck?
•
Which prospects are of
highest priority?

Portfolio Meeting Preparation Materials
Review of Reports:
• Portfolio Composition

– By Assignment (PM/TM/DM)
– By Capacity
– By Stage

• Proposal Pipeline Report ($50k+)
• $1m+ Prospects
• Development Officer Scorecard
(FY)
– Portfolio activity
– Prospect activity
– Proposal activity

Evaluates:

• # of days in stage

– Highly rated prospects who are not
moving
– Discovery prospects who have
been in portfolio 6+ months with no
activity

• Visit outcomes
• Proposals w/past due sunset
dates
• Prioritization of prospects
w/respect to travel plans, events,
etc.
• Portfolio optimization

1. Portfolio composition

2. Significant personal visits

3. Proposal activity

4. Proposal activity detail

A Productive Portfolio Management Meeting…
• Looks forward;
• Capitalizes on the partnership between the fundraiser, the manager and the
prospect development consultant – each has an important role and voice in the
process;
• Focuses on key prospects while also optimizing the overall portfolio;
• Focuses on strategy and next steps, particularly where stuck
• Drives strategy at a swift clip;
• Assures that prospects don’t sit idly in a portfolio;
• Keeps portfolios balanced and moving;
• Is dynamic;
• Holds each partner accountable for next steps;
• Builds fundraiser confidence and effectiveness; and
• Is a repeatable process.

Portfolio Management Meetings have been a changemaker for MSU...
• The # of 6- and 7- figure gifts have increased;
• Quality of proposals; focus on impact;
• Greater understanding and appreciation for both the art and science behind the
work we do (the science provides the tools; the art is where we spend our meeting
time);
• Greater frequency of strategy sessions and an appreciation for the follow-up;
• Greater use of assets across campus and regionally;
• Stronger partnerships/collaborations;
• Safe-place – this is not an evaluation or a place for judgment;
• Greater accountability for everyone involved;
• Database more accurately reflects the status of prospect and proposal activity.

